Autograph Postcard Signed Fielding Dawson
international autograph auctions ltd. - the-saleroom - international autograph auctions ltd. ... actors:
selection of signed postcard photographs and slightly larger, by various film and television actors, including ian
glenn, robert hardy, bill nighy, michael horden, dennis waterman, terence harvey, dominic letts, geoffrey
hutchings, robin bailey, desmond ... marjorie fielding, jane baxter ... international autograph auctions ltd.
- international autograph auctions ltd. ... signed colour 4 x 6 postcard, the image showing moore's artwork
entitled atom piece (working model for nuclear energy, 1964-65) at the art gallery of ontario in canada. signed
('henry moore') in black ink ... henry fielding dickens, hall caine, francis cecil ricardo (believed to be the
inspiration for ... collection: sir william osler fonds - library.ubc - v dr. paul d. white to dr. felix cunha
(postcard). ii dr. boyd williams to dr. edward clark streeter (b. 1874). xviii and xxxiii four typed copies of
original letters (no signatures) from letter to readers - cleansweepauctions - there are extensive offerings
of perez steele signed postcards with many key pieces, signed yellow hof plaques, 8x10 photos and cachets. ...
larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such. ... this clean
postcard has a perfect image and a great look. unmailed, an erased pencil mark by one ... music - am. (i~~s)
following categories: arranged ... - [postcard] 1947 [marehj 11, new york to mr. pettis. 14 x 8.3 em. ... 2
autograph, signed; 2 typewritten, signed; 1 reproduction. lcomposers forumj ... [with] 5 replies, 1 each signed
by: anne fielding, oliver daniel, emil hauser, douglas moore and carleton sprague smith; 3 enclosures.
nonfiction 32-35 food and wine 36-37 travel and ... - and tooling to the spine. with a signed postcard
addressed and signed by charles dickens. hand colored frontispiece to each volume. limited to one thousand
copies. a beautiful complete set. dickens is generally considered the greatest writer of the victorian period. his
works are characterized by attacks on social evils, injustice, and ... live auction – saturday, january 17
11am – main stage - • •1982 st. louis cardinals team signed official 1982 world series baseball ... • •kyle
lohse autographed framed postcard ivan rodriguez autographed baseball andruw jones autographed baseball
... david eckstein autograph ... lot no. estimate - brian-reeve - 52 modern gb fdcs, raf covers, many signed,
some modern omnibus issues u/m, etc. (approx 100 covers) £50 53 modern commercial covers (many 100s)
£0 54 world covers in large crate incl. commercial covers, postcards, airletters, etc. (1000+) £0 autographs 55
1980 authors stuart fdc with 4 relevant autographs. unaddressed, fine £15
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